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AN INEQUALITY FOR GROUP PRESENTATIONS

AVIONAM MANN

To Bernhard Neumann on his 90th birthday

We prove an inequality involving the number of relations and of generators of
any group, and derive some consequences. The proof applies the theory of pro-p
groups.

Let a group G be presented by b generators and r relations. The difference r — b
(or, alternately, b - r) is known as the deficiency of the presentation. It seems that
Bernhard Neumann was the first to draw attention explicitly to this quantity [4]. We
denote by G' the commutator (derived) subgroup of G, and 73 (G) = [G', G] is the next
term of the lower central series. Gn denotes the subgroup generated by the nth powers.
Fix a prime p, and denote S1 = &(G) = G'GP and $2 = $2(G) = [&(G),
Define integers d = dp(G) and e = ep(G) by \G/$l\ = jfrV3) and | $ 7 $ 2 | =

If p > 2, write also * = #(G) = [$\G]GP (= 73(G)GP) and |$V* | =
pf. For p = 2, define / by first replacing Gp by G4 in the definitions of $* and *,
and then taking /2(G) to be the minimal number of generators of $1/^ ' .

THEOREM. r - b ^ d?/2 -d/2-e.

COROLLARY 1 . r - b ^ d2/2 - 3d/2 - / .

If G is a finite p-group, one can take b = d. In that case, the inequality of the
theorem (for p = 2) or of the corollary (for odd p) is one of several that were proved
for p-groups in [3]. The point of the present note is that these inequalities hold without
any restriction on G.

PROOF OF THEOREM: We consider the given presentation as a presentation in the
variety of pro-p groups. It then defines the pro-p completion G of G (for elementary
facts about pro-p groups, see, for example [2]). Since G and G have the same finite
p-groups as homomorphic images, it follows that dp(G) = dp(G) and ep(G) = ep(G).
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But $1(G) is the Frattini subgroup *£(G) of G, so G is generated (as a pro-p group)
by d elements. Choose e elements of G that generate 3?1 (Mod $2) , write them as
words in the given generators of G, and add them to the set of relators of G. We obtain
a pro-p group H with r+e relations satisfying $l(H) - $2(H) = [^1(H),H]^l(H)p.
In a pro-p group, as in a finite p-group, such an equality implies $1(if) = 1, that is,
H is an elementary Abelian group of order pd. But this group cannot be defined on b
generators by less than d2/2 + d/2 + b - d relations, hence our inequality. 0

The corollary follows by combining the theorem with the following

PROPOSITION 1. e^d + f.

PROOF: Note that e is the minimal number of elements needed to generate $X(G)
as a normal subgroup of G. Take / elements that generate $x(Mod $') and add them
to the relators of G, to obtain a pro-p group K, which is the quotient of G by the
normal closure of the / elements. Then &(K) = V(K), and thus K' ^ [K',K]KP.
This implies that K' < Kp (for p = 2, K' ^ K4), and that means that K is a so
called powerful pro-p group (see [2, Chapter 3]). Then Kp is also generated by d
elements [2, Theorem 3.6(iii)], and preimages in G of these generators, together with
the / generators of $1 /^ ' 2 , constitute a set of normal generators for $ 1 . Therefore
e^d + f. U

COROLLARY 2 . Let G be defined by b generators and r relations, let t0 and s0

be the torsion free ranks of G/G' and of G' /^(G), respectively, and let tp and sp be
the minimal numbers of generators of the Sylow p-subgroups of the same factor groups.
Then the inequality of Corollary 1 holds for the values d = t0 and f — SQ , and also for
d — to + tp and f = s0 + sp.

P R O O F : We have dp(G) =to + tp, and since $ 7 ^ - G'/(G' n * ) , and the latter
group is an image of G'/iz(G), also fp ^ so + sp. Moreover, since G/G' and G'/73(G)
are finitely generated Abelian groups, there exists a prime p such that tp — sp = 0. D

If r < b the theorem implies that d > 0 (because if d = 0 then G = $ i = <3>2, so
also e = 0). Indeed it is well known that in that case G has an infinite cyclic factor
group (simply consider the given presentation as one in the variety of Abelian groups;
it then defines the Abelianisation G/G'). If b ^ r + 2 we get even that / > 0, so G
has non-Abelian p-factor-groups. This is also known: in [1, p.73, Lemma 5] it is shown
that in that case G has a quotient isomorphic to the wreath product of a group of order
p by an infinite cyclic group.

Finally we note that in the proof of Proposition 1 we have constructed a powerful
quotient group of G. It turns that this is the only way to find such quotient groups.

PROPOSITION 2 . Let G be a pro-p group, and let N <G. Then G/N is
powerful if and only if N contains f elements generating $(G) (Mod * (G) ) .
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PROOF: We have to prove only the 'only if part. So let G/N be powerful.
That means that G' ^ NGP, and then also $ := $(G) = G'GP ^ NGP, and
therefore $ = (7Vn$)G p . Similarly $ = ( i V n * ) G p . Thus any set of generators
for (TV n <3>) (Mod (N n $')) is also a set of generators for <& (Mod 9). Moreover,
$ / # S (N n $)/(iV n $) n (TV n tf)Gp = (TV n $)/(7V n * ) . This factor group is el-
ementary Abelian of order pf, so any set of generators for it contains a subset of /
generators. U
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